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1.1 What is D0 and why it is important? 
 
 D0 is a collision detector that is located at the Tevatron proton-anti-proton 
collider at Fermilab, the world's highest energy particle accelerator.  It was proposed in 
1983 and approved in 1984 and recorded its first antiproton-proton interaction on May 
12, 1992. Its main research goal is precise studies of interactions of protons and anti-
protons at the highest energies possible.  A collaboration of roughly 650 scientists from 
over 18 countries work on this goal in order to progress our understanding of the basic 
components of our universe, that is, to find out how many dimensions of space and time 
are required, what forces and particles do we need, and how all of this interacts in order 
to obtain the observed configuration of our universe.   
 
 The quest for empirically understanding our universe in these terms has (in 
our modern physics era) always depended on particle collisions.  It started by studying 
the debris formed by collisions between cosmic rays, mostly atomic nucleus of hydrogen 
and helium or electrons, and the atmosphere's   molecules.  This “natural” approach, still 
vigorously used in the present, has the advantages of being relatively inexpensive and 
that it could observe collisions in an extreme high-energy scale (mostly around 1GeV but 
particles with 10e20 eV have been observed).  The disadvantage is that it is not a 
controllable phenomenon and therefore experiments depend highly on trial and error 
methodology.  The fine details of these interactions could only be obtained by 
accelerators.  The data provided by this method has nourished several branches of physics  
Including cosmology.  In an article written by cosmologist Michael S. Turner called 
“Why Accelerators Matter”, the use of particle accelerators is justified from a 
cosmological point of view.  The following passage from this article explicitly expresses 
this point: 
 “The fields of cosmology and particle physics have drawn together by 
advances in both, made possible by telescopes and accelerators.  Cosmology and particle 
physics are now joined at the hip by a new set of profound questions, whose asking and 
answering cannot be neatly partitioned into physics and astronomy.  Answering these 
questions will lead to a quantum leap in our understanding of the universe, of the laws 
that govern it and even of our place within it.  To realize this opportunity of a lifetime, we 
will need both accelerators and telescopes, and that's why accelerators matter.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
1.2Physics done at D0 
 
   The first data-taking period is referred to as "Run 1" and it lasted through 
the beginning of 1996.  Its current data-taking period is “RunIIa”, which started in 2001, 
and “RunIIb” is right around the corner.  In order to understand D0's contribution to the 
body of physics knowledge it is necessary to address the theoretical framework under 
which the D0 works.  This theoretical framework is known as the Standard Model (SM).  
Basically, the Standard Model is a coherent and predictive picture of the strong, 
electromagnetic and weak force and how the interact with the “fundamental particles”, 
quarks and leptons. 
Quarks and leptons interact with each other through the mentioned forces, which are 
transmitted through the exchange of particles called gauge bosons, which are described 
by gauge theory.  Gravity remains outside the SM framework.  According to the SM the 
particles created at the Tevatron fall into two broad classes: leptons (electron, muon, tau, 
and neutrinos associated with each) and hadrons (protons, pions, kaons, etc.), the latter 
being composed of combinations of the six quarks. The quarks and leptons are mirrored 
by their respective antiparticles. In addition, the gauge bosons transmit the fundamental 
forces; these include the photon (electromagnetic force), the gluons (QCD strong force), 
and the W and Z bosons (weak force). Other particles, outside this framework, could 
exist and are the subject of many of our searches. Most collisions produce quarks or 
gluons, which evolve into collimated sprays of hadrons called jets. These jets usually do 
not contain leptons, and many of the studies of rare processes -- such as the production of 
the top quark, W and Z bosons, or searches for new phenomena -- that would be 
swamped by backgrounds from copious QCD processes with jets, can be realized only by 
using decays of the interesting objects into leptons.  Neutrinos and certain newly 
proposed particles do not interact with matter often enough to be detected, but can be 
inferred by an apparent imbalance in momentum conservation. Because of such 
considerations, the detector was optimized to measure jets, leptons, and "missing" 
transverse momentum. 

  
                      
 

Fig. 1: A table of the elementary particles and force carriers in the Standard Model. 



 
 According to SM, particles and force carriers were organized and limited to 
the ones in Fig1.  The four lightest quarks (called "up", "down", "strange", and "charm") 
have been known to us for over 25 years; they come in pairs, with members of each 
doublet having internal "weak isospin" quantum numbers of ? 1/2.  The "bottom" (or " 
b") quark was discovered in 1977, and found to have weak isospin of ?1/2.  It was 
therefore likely that its partner, the top quark, existed.  Prior experiments conducted at 
CERN had pushed the lower limit on the mass of the top quark to about 90GeV.  The 
heaviest of the quarks known until that moment was the bottom quark, which had a mass 
of about 4.5GeV. Physicists had already begun to puzzle over what the large mass 
difference between the b quark (at about 5 GeV) and the top quark implied, suggesting 
the possibility of a special role for the top quark in the scheme of particle phenomena.  
Needless to say why, the search of the top quark had been a high priority for the D0 and 
CDF group.  Using  SM's  predictions on top-production and decay characteristics,  the 
DO was able to discover the top quark in 1995.  Before its discovery, the lower limit for 
the mass was pushed to 131 GeV at the 95% confidence level.   
 
 The discovery of the top quark completed the roster of SM particles 
comprising matter, and underscored the special nature of the top quark -- an elementary 
particle as heavy as a gold atom, and with a mass compatible with the energy scale of 
electroweak symmetry breaking. These CDF and DØ papers on the discovery of the top 
quark have now become the second most cited result in experimental high-energy physics 
(after the papers on the J/? ?discovery).  The discovery of the top quark was a major 
achievement and the highlight of the DØ program in Run 1. Its very large mass suggests 
that it may well play a special role in the breaking of the electroweak symmetry, and 
could be partially responsible for the mechanism by which all particles acquire mass. It 
provides a probe for seeking new forces in which top and antitop quarks combine 
(annihilate) to make new particles, and a vehicle for the search for new massive particles 
in its decays. 
 
 The high energy and the intensity of the proton and antiproton beams at 
Fermilab make the Tevatron an ideal place to produce large samples of W and Z events, 
particles which were predicted by SM as a consequence of the unification of the 
electromagnetic and weak force (electroweak). During Run 1, DØ and CDF collected the 
world's largest sample of W bosons. With such a large sample, DØ has made some of the 
best measurements of the properties of the W boson, including its mass and couplings to 
other particles.  It is expected that, with current and future improvements to the Tevatron 
and D0, uncertainty in measurements related to W and Z particles will be considerably 
reduced.  D0 will then be in the position of confronting the elctroweak sector of the 
Standard Model with unprecedented sensitivity, where potential discoveries lay.   
 
 D0 has proved to be well equipped in performing measurements, which test 
QCD calculations and study detailed properties of the highly unstable b-quark.  Present 
and future plans revolve mostly on testing of the SM.  Until now, no experiment has 
contradicted SM, (except for the observed mass of neutrinos) but they’re reasons to 
believe that SM is a low-energy approximation of a more general theory.  For instance, 
SM has 19 free parameters which have to be experimentally determined, it predicts the 
existence of the Higgs Boson in order to explain the symmetry breaking of the 



electroweak force, and something that makes it even more uncomfortable: does not 
include gravity.  For these reasons, one the top priorities of D0 is the search of 
phenomena which would shed light on the next path to be taken. 
 
1.3D0 Physical layout 

 
   

 
Fig. 2: Drawing of D0 detector. 

 
 Beams of protons and antiprotons are collided at the center of several 
detectors positioned around the Tevatron ring.  One of these high-energy physics 
detectors is D0.  It measures thirty feet tall and fifty feet long (See Fig. 2).  The four 
major components of the detector are: Tracking system, Calorimeter, Muon system, the 
Trigger system, and the data acquisition system. 
 
 The tracking system is composed of “tracking detectors”, devises which 
record the trajectories of the high-energy particles produced in the collisions.  The ones 
closest to the collision are made using silicon detectors, flat wafers of silicon chip 
material.  They are able to collect information with high precision but they are very 
expensive so they are kept close to the beam where they don't have to cover so much 
area.  Information from these silicon detectors is useful for detecting b-quarks.  Outside 
the silicon there is an outer tracker made of scintillating fibers, which produces photons 
when a particle passes through.  The whole tracker is immersed in an intense magnetic 
field, which curves the particle track.  This curvature is used to determine the particle's 
momentum.  
 The calorimeter is located outside the tracking system.  It is a dense absorber  



that captures particles and measures its energy.  It uses uranium metal bathed in liquefied 
argon.  The uranium causes particles to interact and lose energy, and the argon detects the 
interactions and gives an electrical signal that we can measure. 
 
 Unlike other particles, muons are not absorbed in the calorimeter, therefore a layer 
beyond the calorimeter for moun detection is required.  The Muon system is the 
outermost layer of the detector.  Muons are unstable particles but they live long enough to 
leave the detector.  High-energy muons are rare, so scientists pay close attention when 
muons are detected.  It is the biggest component of the detector because it surrounds all 
the others. 
 
 Roughly speaking, the Trigger system is a collection of fast electronics and 
computers.  Proton-antiproton collisions occur inside the detector at a frequency of 
2.5Mhz.  Our capacity allows us to record on computer tape, at most, 50 events per 
seconds.  It is the Trigger system's function to decide, in real time, whether an event is 
interesting enough to be worth keeping. 
 
2.0 Calorimeter 
    

       Fig. 3: D0 Liquid Argon Calorimeter 
 

 The uranium-liquid-argon calorimeter (Fig. 3) provides energy 
measurements for electrons, photons, and jets.  It is constructed of projective towers 
covering the full 2p in the azimuthal angle, f, and approximately 8 units of pseudo-
rapidity, ?.   There are four subdivisions along the shower development axis in the 
electromagnetic (EM) section, and four or five in the hadronic (H).  The hadronic 
calorimeter is divided into the fine hadronic (FH) section with relatively thin uranium 
absorber, and the backing coarse (CH) section.  In the intercryostat region 0.8<|?|<1.6 
where the thick cryostat walls give extra material for shower development, a scintillator 



based intercryostat detector (ICD) and extra ‘massless gap’ (MG) liquid argon gaps 
without associated absorber are located. Basically, the whole calorimeter is seen as two 
cylindrical arrays of 1280 trigger towers (40×32 in ?×f space). Analog sums of the  
calorimeter cells within each trigger tower are made by summers  and baseline 
subtractors (BLSs) to form two differential “trigger pickoff signals”: the electro-
magnetic (EM) and the hadronic (HD) samples. The BLS’s delivers the 2560 (two for 
each of the 1280 TTs) differential signals to the calorimeter trigger front-end cards 
(CTFE’s) that digitize them and compute partial results such as energy sums and counts 
of trigger towers above a set of thresholds. The final logic stage produces a set of 
“trigger-terms”. These are sent to the “Level-1 trigger framework” that issues trigger 
decisions. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Upgraded Trigger System. 
 
 
2.1 Upgrade Motivation 
 The cornerstone of modern hadron colliders is it’s trigger system (Fig. 4).  It 
dictates what physics processes can be studied properly and what is ultimately left 
unexplored.  The trigger must offer sufficient flexibility to respond to changing physics 
goals and new ideas. There is broad agreement within the experimental and theoretical 
high-energy physics communities that the most pressing issue facing particle physics is 
the search for the origin of mass. More specifically, we seek to understand the 
mechanism by which the W and Z particles that mediate the weak force ga in mass, while 
the photon, which has the same couplings to matter, remains massless. In the Standard 
Model of particle interactions, this electroweak symmetry breaking occurs through 
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interactions with a so far unobserved particle, called the Higgs boson. Furthermore, 
within the Standard Model framework, the Higgs particle is responsible for the masses of 
all the known particles.  Searching for the Higgs has become the highest priority in the 
High Energy Physics community, not only because it is the last und iscovered particle of 
the Standard Model, but also because its unique role within the Standard Model provides 
a window that may help us understand the new physics that must be present at higher 
mass scales. 
 

Presently, D0 is not expected to make competitive measurements regarding 
the Higgs.  Nonetheless, search for the Higgs was initially a main motivator in 
determining the final performance of the detector due to the upgrades.  One of the main 
priorities of the upgrading process is the increment in integrated luminosity.  The silicon 
tracking detector is not capable of tracking  the 4-8 fb-1 goal for Run IIb (in 1996, the 
Run I collider program, operating at an energy level of 1.8 TeV, delivered to each 
experiment an integrated luminosity 0f 125pb-1, which was sufficient to discover the top 
quark.). The luminosity of an accelerator is a measure of the number of particle collisions 
that occur each second. The energy of Tevatron collisions cannot be significantly raised 
therefore increasing the number and rate of collisions is the only path to discovery. To 
increase the number of collisions, accelerator experts try to maximize the peak 
luminosity, or initial number of protons and antiprotons, of each store to the Tevatron. A 
store produces about 10 to 20 hours of collisions. Raising the peak luminosity for each 
store maximizes the integrated luminosity, the cumulative total of particle collisions over 
the entire collider run. The higher the integrated luminosity, usually measured in inverse 
femtobarns (fb-1), the greater the possibility of discovery.  Therefore, the primary feature 
driving the design of the Run 2b trigger elements is the higher rates associated with the 
approximately factor of 2.5 increase in instantaneous luminosity that will be delivered to 
the experiments. 
 

We will retain the present trigger architecture with three trigger levels. For 
Run IIa Level 1 (L1) trigger will employ fast, deterministic algorithms (Sliding 
Windows).  Dramatic increase in the rejection factor for L1 is a key ingredient in 
increasing the integrated luminosity. The Level 2 (L2) trigger will utilize Digital Signal 
Processors (DSPs) and high performance processors with variable processing time, but 
must issue its accept/reject decisions sequentially. The Level 3 (L3) trigger is based on 
high-performance processors and is completely asynchronous. The L1 and L2 trigger rely 
on dedicated trigger data paths, while the L3 trigger utilizes the DAQ readout to collect 
all event data in a L3 processing node. Improved sampling of calorimeter signals and 
digital filtering will lead to more precise measurements of the energy deposited in each 
calorimeter trigger tower. Other benefits of the upgrade are a more compact system (3 
racks instead of 13) and easier maintenance because the components of the current 
system are now obsolete (1988 design). 
 
3.0 Our Contribution, Level 1 Calorimeter 

Our group here in Nevis, is primarily concerned with the development and 
testing of electronic boards which will execute upgraded algorithms, based on “sliding 
windows”, that identifies objects detected by the calorimeter.  Our algorithms have to 
maintain flexibility to accommodate future demands and most importantly it must serve 
the Run IIb agenda.  Previous L1 algorithm was based on individual trigger towers 



exceeding certain energy thresholds.  Due to the structure of the readout system, the total 
L1 accept rate is limited to approximately 3 kHz.  As the Tevatron luminosity increases 
in Run IIb to the goal of 2×1032 cm-2s-1 this limitation will severely constrain the 
physics reach of the D0 experiment. Because the spatial extent of D0 trigger towers, 
0.2×0.2 in ?×f space, is significantly smaller than the lateral size of jets in the 
calorimeter, only a small fraction of a jet’s energy is “seen” by a single trigger tower. 
This results in a very shallow trigger turn-on curve for jet triggers, requiring a trigger 
tower threshold of only 5 GeV to trigger on 40 GeV jets with 80% efficiency.  These low 
thresholds, coupled with the poor energy resolution of a single trigger tower for jet ET 
measurement result in a substantial background. This background, which is manageable 
at the relatively low luminosities of Run IIa, becomes unacceptable in Run IIb.  An 
obvious solution to this problem is to include more than one trigger tower in the 
definition of a jet. We have chosen to select these multi- tower jets using a “sliding 
windows” algorithm, which is similar to those studied extensively by the ATLAS 
collaboration. The sliding windows algorithm is simply a search for local maxima of ET 
deposition on a grid using a fixed-size “window” made up of a group of contiguous 
trigger towers in ?×f space.  Algorithms relying on “sliding” trigger towers (TTs) can 
significantly improve the trigger performances, compared to the current calorimeter 
trigger based on single 0.2 x 0.2 TTs by better identifying the physical objects. 
 
 Several algorithms can be used to cluster the trigger towers and look for 
“regions of interest” (R), regions of fixed size, in ?×f space in which the deposited 
energy is a local maximum.  A “window” of  size S is shifted in both directions by steps 
of 0.2 in order to find these regions of interest.  Each window is tagged on a specific 
trigger tower and it is labeled S(T).  Figure 6 illustrates examples of sliding windows. 
 
 
 

   
 
 
Figure 6. Examples of (a) a 3x3 and (b) 2x2 sliding window S(T) associated to a trigger tower T. 
Each square represents a 0.2 x 0.2 trigger tower. The trigger tower T is shown as the shaded 

region. 
 

 The sliding windows algorithm aims to find the optimum region of the 
calorimeter for inclusion of energy from jets (or EM objects) by moving a window 
grid across the calorimeter ? ,  f  space so as to maximize the transverse energy seen within 
the window. This is simply a local maximum finding algorithm on a grid, with the slight 
complication that local maxima are found by comparing energies in windows, S(T), 
which may have overlapping entries. Care must therefore be taken to ensure that only a 
single local maximum is found when two adjacent windows have the same S(T). A 



specific example of how the local maximum could be defined is shown in Figure 7. This 
process, which avoids multiple counting of jet (or EM object) candidates, is often 
referred to as “declustering”.  R is the window corresponding to a local maximum.  The 
total ET within R plus that within a defined neighbor region is termed the trigger cluster 
ET relevant to the jet or EM object.  Figure 7 exemplifies the criteria for considering S(T) 
a local maxima. 
 

 
Figure 7: LM criteria 

 
 
 The “sliding windows” algorithm can be fully described by 3 basic 
parameters.  The first one (parameter x) specifies the dimensions of the sliding windows.  
One position of TT inside the windows is labeled.  The sliding window scans the TT grid.  
Constructs a grid of “Region of interests” (RoI) by assigning to the labeled position the 
sum of energies of TT’s localized inside the window.  Testing has proven that the 
optimum windows size is 2X2.  In this case the labeled TT is the one located at the lower 
left corner.  Values in the RoI grid are LM candidates.  The next parameter (parameter y) 
specifies the minimum between two possible local maximas (values in the RoI grid).  If 
this value equals one and a 2X2 windows is being used then at least two TT’s must 
separate the LM candidates, such is the case for figure 7.  The last parameter (parameter 
z) takes into account the energies of LM’s surrounding TT’s and adds them to the LM.  A 
final grid is constructed with the position of the local maximas calculated.  This 
information is used in constructing objects and comparison to given thresholds.  The 
following diagram resumes these concepts.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Putting it all together 
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 The other main component of our work is testing of hardware.  The 
colorimeter data processing is multilevel.  The three main components are the ADF, 
which digitalizes analog signals, TAB, which applies the algorithms, and the Global 
board, which makes global sums and constructs objects.  We want to make sure that there 
is no physical damage to the hardware.  We search for the integrity of the hardware, 
(broken traces, mis-routing of data, etc.) and identify any bugs in the implementation of 
the algorithms.  We also test the communication between the TAB board and the GAB 
and the interface between level 1 and level 2. 
 
 All these components are tested following the same strategy.  The first step 
of this strategy is the massive production of data.  Random data, expected data, extreme 
situations, and noise productions are the type of data produced to test the equipment and 
the algorithms.  This data is fed to the hardware (TAB).  A simulated algorithm also runs 
the same input and we are actually in the process of designing effective methods which 
compares the output of both. 
 
 This concludes my report, I want to thank Dr. Hal Evans, Chad Johnson, 
Nevis Staff, Columbia University and the NSF for providing me with this incredible 
experience which exceeded my expectations. 
 
Note:  The main resource for this work is found in the D0 official webpage.  
 
  


